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Context

Intelligent systems are an integral part of the society

Machines equipped with artificial intelligence are spreading

Urgent need for citizens to have some knowledge on AI

AI left scientific obscurity to reach business world / public at large
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Motivations

AI processes are seen as a blackbox for many users

Justified reason to do so in consumer products since not trivial

Need to understand AI at some level since we interact with it

Impacts, opportunities and limits on personal lives/society

Very big challenge in schools and for lifelong education

Important to build familiarity with AI technologies

Understand and explain AI-related phenomena

Select and use the relevant AI-based tool for a given need

Like, fear, criticise... AI
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Subfields, Tools and Activities

AI subfields

What areas of artificial intel-
ligence are taught in schools?

Tools

What specific tools are
used to teach artificial
intelligence in schools?

Activities

what types of activities are
designed to teach artificial

intelligence in schools?

can be used for

can result in

coverscovers
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What to teach pupils?
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What to teach pupils?
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How to teach pupils?

Have students collect
simple data (e.g., fa-
vorite colors, pet types)
and analyze it together.

Guide students in cre-
ating a simple chatbot
that can respond to ba-
sic questions or prompts.

Explore tools that gen-
erate story prompts or
help in creative writing
using AI.

Guide students in cre-
ating simple games that
incorporate AI elements
(e.g., decision-making
NPCs).
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Review

Papers found on widespread publishers and search engine

ACM, IEEE, Springer, Google Scholar and MDPI

Four-step process to obtain the examined papers

1 Initial set of papers obtained with a keyword search
“artificial intelligence K-12”, “children teaching artificial intelligence”
“machine learning K-12”, “activity to learn artificial intelligence children”

2 Relevant references from the first set have been examined

3 Only kept those published after year 2000

4 Only kept those with activities for children (≤ 18 y.o.)
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AI Subfields

Four main subfields of AI have been identified

Classified based on the focus put in the designed activities

data structure

tree

learning

training
decision tree

supervised/unsupervised/reinforcement
gradient descent

k-neighbour classification
image recognition

neural network

data mining

recommendation

data science
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Activities

Five main categories of activities have been identified

Classified based on the main mean used for the activity

programming

Writing programs/apps

game

Tangible/computer/video

robotics

Physical/virtual

device

Digital-stick

unplugged

Without technology
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Tools

Only a few tools specific to the learning of AI are available

Except for tangible games or material for unplugged activities

Google Teachable Machine used to create ML applications

Web-based tool to quickly create machine learning models

Adacraft used to create programs with AI

Scratch-based extension compatible with ML extension blocks
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Context

Three main kinds of organised events have been identified

Classified based on the context where they are organised

course

teaching unit
theoretical/hands-on

short/long

competition

online game platform
challenge

event

workshop
fair
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Discussion

Machine learning is the most popular subfield without surprise

Very large part of modern AI in broad public applications

Programming physical/virtual objects is popular

And then unplugged activities but for younger pupils

Organising activities during workshops is most frequent

Attract many people in short time, without need for curriculum
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Conclusion and Future Work

Many fields of AI can be taught with different activities

Still, not all subfields are covered by activities for pupils

Future work will be conducted following up this research

Refining the analyses to take into account age groups

Building a database to make it possible to search for activity

Searching for tools and activities not covered by research
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Future work will be conducted following up this research

Refining the analyses to take into account age groups

Building a database to make it possible to search for activity
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And integrate the results obtained by ChatGPT ;-)
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